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* M. D. Merz, G. R. Cr.:3.!19.rli, V. ::0'. Zack"tY, and E. R. Parker 

Inorganic !-1aterials Researc~l Division, LEt';vrence Radiation Labors.tory, 
Department of Materials Sr;isClce and Engineering, College of Engineering, 

Univer;:;ity of California, Berkeley 

ABSTEACT 

TIle uniaxial tensile properties of a series of TRIP steels of 

varying carbon contentG and processing historjes were detennj.ned over a 

wide range of test temperatures. 

The yield strengths at room temperature varied both with the deforma-

tion temperature (over the range 250° to 550°C) and with the carbon 

content (0.05 to 0.20%). Possible reasons for these variations ,.fere ad-

vanced. 

For all steels, the yield strength exhibited a minimum at a test 

temperature of about ";'5Doc and 'a m8ximu..Tfl at a test temperature of about 

100°C. The minima and the maxima were especially pronounced for the 

steels processed at the Imvest deformation temperatures. 

Both the rate of work hardening and the elongation "Jere influenced 

by the strain-induced austenite-to-martensite transformation. Both the 

rate of strain hardening and the rate of production of strain-induced 

martensite (per unit strain) increased with decreasing tempen,ture. 

* Present address: Battelle Nortt.w€st, Richland, Washington 
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.. 'l'ensile Propertie3 'of Lower Carbon 'TRIP Steels 

M. D. Herz, G. R. ChariSlii, V. F'. Zackay e,!1cl E.R. Parker 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of high-carbon high-ma.'1ganese steels by 

Sir Robert. Hadfield eighty-six years ago inaue;urated the use of strain-

induced phase transformations to inlprove the mechanical properties of 

steels.(l) Since that tiro.e, this phen02enon has been widely exploited, 

particularly for enhancing the progerties of metastable austenitic stain

'less steel. (2-5) Both Hadfield's mangan,ese steel ,and I:'letaste.ble 

aust~hitic stainless steels have 1m .... yield str'engths and high elongations 

in the solution -quenched condition, a.'1d in the cold-worked condition they 

have high yield strengths and low elongat.ions. Both of these co:n.binations 

of strength and ductility are useful, but i t w01J~d be better to have hibh 

strength combin""d '.-ri th high elongation. In a recent paper, Zackay et a1. (6) 

described a process for producing high-strength steels with high values of 

elongation. Th0se steels .:ere des igned to be ther::lodyna!nically unstable 

so that plastic straining would induce a martensitic transfor2ation. A 

suggestion was made in this pager that steels exJlibiting a high degree of 

transformation induced £lasti~ity be calied TRIP steels. 

The present study is concerned with the effects of the warm working 

used to raise the yield strength a.'1d the testing temperature on the 

tensile properties of several lower carbon TRIP steels. The carbon 

contents of these steels were chosen to bracket the estimated equilibrilLTTI. . 
eutectoid carbon content of 2. bas::: alloy containing 12 Cr, 8 Ni, 4 Ho, 

1.5 Si, O.~(5 Mn. In this study, the primaq err'cphasis was placed on 
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correlating the proPerties of the steels w-ith the structure. A w-ide range 

of processing and testing condi.tions was explored. 

! 

:., 
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E.'XPERUIEI':'I'AL Pi'{OCEDU'rtE MID RESULTS 

~enty pound vacuum welted ingots were forged to 0.5 in. thickness 

at llOOoC and subsequently hot rolled to 0.25 in. at 900°C. The plates 

were solution anneal~d at ll000C for one hour and water quenched. Final 

deformations during warm working (which invoived 80% reduction in thick-

. ness e~cept where noted) were carried out at temperatures of 250° , 3500
, 

450°, and 550°C. Preheated rolls were used and temperature control was 

maintained by returning the pieces to the furnace between passes to re

establish' temperature equilibrium. The compositions of the four steels 

investigated are given in Table I. 

Sheet tensile sPt::cimens having a one inch gauge length, a thickness 

of 0.05 in., and a test section width of 0.125 in., were ground from 

processed sheets ... The specimens ~..;ere loaded by r:lcans of pins passing 

through holes to the enlarged end sections to avoid misaligrL"!lcnt. The 

total elongation was measured beb-ieen small indentationsnade on the 

surface prior to testing. A yield point occurred in most cases (except 

for the solution-quenched steels), and the yield stress was taken as the 

stress where the load dropped. ~lhen there .. ras no drop in load, the 0.1% 

offset method was used to obtain the yield stress. True stress-strain 

calculations were based on measurenents of engineering stress-strain data 

ta.li;.en from the Instron recorder. (The total elongation as measured at the 

end of the test was used as the scaling factor.) The elastic strain of 

both the specimen and the tensile machine '..ras subtracted from the total 

strain in computing these curves. The strain rate eraployed was 0;04 per 
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'l'ABLE I 
• 

Steel Designations anc1Percentages of Alloying ElcmeLts 

--- - - .. --= 
Steel Desisnation C Cr Ni Ho Si t<:n ,Fe 

1 

A 0.05 12.1 1.7 3·9 L5 L1 BaL '. 

, 

B o .O~{ 12.1 1.8 3·9 L5 0.83 Bal-

e 0.16 12.1 7.8 3.9 L5 0.82 Bal. -

D 0.20 12.0 1.9 4.0 L5 0.80 Bal. 

-
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minute; for test temperatures above and belOl'; roonterJ.perature) the 

specimen was imrrrersed in a temperature controlled liquid. 

The 8JilOunt of the tr2_11sforrr,ation'thatoccurred during testing was 

determined quantitatively by a mas:wtization method. The technique was 

based upon measurements of the difference in saturation magnetization of 

austenite and martensite. The readings ""ere converted to voluIne percent 

marterisi te, and corrections were made for the influence of the ,alloying' 

eleinents .(7,8) Measurements of the volmaefraction of martensite 

produced during straining at roon and liquid nitrogen ter:lperatures .rere 

made du~ing tensile testing. For other testinc?; terJ.peratures, measurenents 

were made only at room temperature before and after the test. 

Steels A, B, C, and D had different Hs terrperatures because of 

differences in carbon content. The r·fs tenperatures of steels A aIld B 

were above 22°C; both contained so:'::e martensite when the materi al was 

quenched to rOOr:1:t;emperature, as shown in Figs. la and lb. These two 

steels were stabilized against further decomposition by room tehl.perature 

aging. After holding at 22°C for several weeks, no addi.tional nartel".si te 

formed in steel A until it was cooled to -35°C; and steel B did not 

transform further until it was cooled below -70oC~ Steels C and D 

contained less than 0.1 volu.-ne percent nartens i te even after cooling to 

The test data are summad zed in Tables II through VI. 

1~e qualitative magnetic responses (i.e. to a hand magnet) of the 

specimens be:t"ore and after tensile testing are also included in these 

tables. The true stress-true strain curves of two steels (0.05% and 

0.20%C) with prior defor!1\3.tion at 250°C a!'e shm-;n in Figs. 2 and 3 for 
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several test temperatures. (lhese curves are plotted to the point of 

maximum load, not to fracture.) 

• 
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DISCUSSION 

Defonnation T~ruperature 

The deformation temperature is an important processing variable in 

the production of TRIP steels because i.t influences both the· strength and 

the stabili,ty of the austenite. (9) In -an earlier paper) the effect of 

the.amount of deformation on the tensile properties of these steels was 

discussed.<6) In the present study, the ar.lount of deformation was held 

constant (80%), and the deformation temperature was varied from 250° to 

550°C. The mechanical working can be done at ,any' temperature' above I'.D 

(MD is the temperature above 1-ihich no I:lartensite will foruduring plasti c 

deformation.) The influence of deformation teiilperature on the room 

temperature yield strengths and elongations of steels A, B, C, and D, is 

shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 

The yield strengths of the steels of interrn.cdiate carbon cOlltent 

(0.07% and 0.16%) are not significantly influenced by the deformation 

temp~rature, as is shmrn in Fig. 4. However, at the 250°C 'deformation 

temperature, the yield strength bf the 0.05 car-bon steel is low, while 

that of thel~ib;~20% carbon steel is high. The reasons for these differences 

in behavior will be considered next. 

The yield strength of the 0.05% carbon steel is relatively low for 

prior deformation at 250° and 350 0 C. It rises to a slight ma.ximu:n for 

450°C, and, finally, decreases again to a Im.rer value after processing 

at 550°C. The low yield strength for the 250 0 and 350°C deformation 

temperatures is believed to be due to the m9.rtensite (9%) which was. con-

tained in the steel after the solution treatr.1ent a11.d whichbeca-:le 

tempered during the rolling. Te:npered 1m; carbon U!artensite is weak, and 
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its presence is believed to be responsible for the lo·wer yield strength.' 

The tempered martensite can be seen in Fig. 6, which is a photomicrograph 

of the speCimens dcforr:J.cd at 250°C. 'rne some~[hat higher strength of the 

0.05% carbon steel after deformation at 450°C ceXl be attributed to the 

presence of additional untempered martensite that formed during cooling 

from the deformation temperature. Heasurements showed that the total 

alnount of martensite had increased from the original 9 to 22 volume percent 

aftet the 450oCpr6cessing treatment. 

After processing at 550°C, the amount of martensite was only 14 

volwne percent, and the yield strength was lOi·ier thEm after th·e 450°C 

treatment. In this case, it· is· thought that more ca~bon· was retained in 

solution because of the higher solubility of carbon in austeni tc at the 

higher temperature and that this carbon retention made the austenite more 

stable. 

A distinctive feature of the plots shO~Tr in Fig. 4 is the high yield 

strength of the 0.20% carbon steel deformed at 250°C. The higher yield 

strength is presmned to be due to hardening ~aused by carbide precipitation 

during the 250°C processing treatnent.· Netallographic observations support 

the carbide precipitation hY'pothesis. The undeformed, solution-treated 

materials contained so:!'.e un.dissolved carbides, the amouIlt being greater 

in the higher carbon steels, as can be seen by a comparison of the 

photomicrogre.phs of solution ~uenched steels A and B in Fig. 1 8.'1d steel 

D in Fig. 7. After deformation, the amoUnt of precipitation was 

observably greater in all of the steels, as is shown by comparisons of 

Fig. 1 with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 with Fig. 8. Furthernore, the amount of 

~. 

,. I 
i 
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precipitate forr"ed during de;.~or!:lat ion was greatest fo~ the stE;el of the 

highest carbon content, as CaIl. be seen by a cO!:lparison of Fit;. 6 \1i th 

Fig. 8 .. 

In. most instances , the yield strength and the ultimate :tensile strength 

increased with carbon content for each deformation temperature studied) 

as is shO\ln in 'I'ab'les III through V. Hovlever, the values for steel B were 

s-ometi~~s Im.;cr than for those of steel A. This was presllio.ably due to the 

larger quantity of martensite initielly present in steel A. The defor"-

mation temperature does not appeer to influence the elongation significantly, . 

as was shovn in Fig. 5. 

Consistent with the proposed role of cerbon in TRIP steels are the 

properties of steels of the sa'1l€! nominal com.position (9 Cr, 8 Ni, 4 Ho, 

2 Mn, 2 8i) and similar processing (80% defo:r":lation at 450°c) but differing 

in carbon content(6) (0.25% ~l1d 0.30%). The yield strength and eloI;.gatiol'1 

for the 0.25% C steel were 208,000 psi and 27% and those for the 0.30% C 

steel were 222,000 psi and 31%. The expected greater volune fraction o~ 

precipitated carbides in the 0.30% C steel evidently accounts for the 

higher yield strength observed with the higher carbon elloys. 

,I 
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Test Temper-atti.re 

The temperature dependence of the tensile propert.ies of TRIP steels 

l,s complex. The stability of the B,usteni te as well as the flow character

istics of both: austenite and strain-induced martensite are influenced by 

, . .(10-14)' 
the temperature oftestlng. The variations of yield strength a.nd 

elongation with test temperature for steels A, B, C, and D, in both the 

solution quenched and deformed (80% at 250°C) conditions are shm-rn in 

Figs. 9 and 10. The yield stren~ths of the solution quenched steels in-

cr'ease monotonically with decreasing temperature at all of the test 

temperatures employed. 

For all steels of the series, regardless of the deformation te~per-

ature, the yield strength increased with decreasing test temperature 

between -50° and -l96°c. The increase in yiE:ld strength for the defor:ned 

steels was greater than for those that were undeformed in the -50° to 

-196°c range. In general, the deforrr,ed steels exhibited a minimum in 

yield at about -50°C a.nd a maximum at about lOOoC. The minime. and me.xi!:'.a 

were especially pronounced for the steels deformed at 250°C. Si!.rlilar 

trends were observed for the temperature dependence of the yield strength 

of solution quenched 'AISI Type 304 stainless steel.{l5) 

A striking feature of TRIP steels is the sharp drop in elongation 

above the r'1> temperature (which is estimated for these steels to be 

between 100° and 200°C). Above the H
D

, the austenite no longer transfoISls 

to martensite during straining; and the elongation approaches that of 

highly cold-~forked austenite. As several in~estigators have shmm, (16 ,l~() 

the formation of martensite during straining enh81ces the work hardening 

,. 

.,. 
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of metastable austenitic steels and necking of tensile test specimens is 

thereby inhibited • 

. The Ultimate tensile strengths of all four steels in both the solution 

quenched and deformed conditions exhibited the strong terJperature dependence 
. . ... ... .. . (18) 
that is characteristic of metastable austenitic steels (see Figs. 11 

I 

and I?,). This behE£vior can be attributed to the high work":hardening rates 

resulting from the formation of strain-induced martensite. 

The existence of a wide rfu"lge of work hardening rates in 'l'HIP steels 

is revealed by true-stress true-strain curves rlade at several test 

temperatures for the 0.05 and 0.20% C steels deformed 80% at 250°C 

(shown in Figs. 2 and 3). As ihdicated by the dashed lines, all specinens 

tested below the HD deform initially (ror 5 to 10% strain) by the for-

mation and growth of Luders' bands. Followine:; the formation of the Luder.;;' 

bands throughout the entire gauge length, the steels work-hardened rapidly, 

with the rate of work-hardening increasing with decreasing test tenlper&ture. 

For the special case of the steels tested at 100°C, the near-horizontal 

curye suggests that the entire strain was due to Luders' band form.ation 

and growth. 

The influence of test temperature on the rate of \Olork hardening of 

both the 0.05% a..'1d 0.20% steels, as solution CLuenched and as deformed, 

is shown in Fig. 13. The rate of work hardening was deter.nined by 

measuring the slope of the true-stress true-strain curve at a true strain 

slightly beyond the Luders' strain. 

The work-ha!'dening rate increased markedly '..rith decreasing test 

, 
temperaturE: belo~·r the V1J , as shmm in Fig. 13. This is reflected in the 

increase in the amol!Ilt of martensite produced per unit strain, as shovrn 
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in Fig. 14. The rate of worl~ hardei1i.ng of these steels vas further 

enhanced by prior deformation. At all test temI'eratul'es, the deforr:.ted, 

and hence stronger, steels had a higher rate of work. hardening than the 

solution-quenched steeis~19) Apparently, the kind of martensite produced 

in a deformed austenite raatrix is more effective in harden.in.:; than that 

formed in solution-quenched austenite. This maJ'~ be due to a finer plate 

. . '(20) 
size and/or a higher defect density in the martensite. 

The work-hardening rate for both the deformed and solution-quenched 

steels becomes very lo .... r as the amollilt of martensite produced dUring 

straining approaches zero, (i.e. ,at temperatures above about 100°C), as 

can be s'een 'in Fig. 13. The low work-hardening rate, ho,vever, was not as 

detrimental to the elongation of the solution quenched steels, (see Fig. 10), 

because'their Im,er strength did not require a high rate of work hardening 

. -(21) 
to prevent neck1ng. 'rne deforL1ed steels qui ckly necl\:.ed and failed at 

low elongations when they were tested at tempere.tures at or above the ND, 

as shown in Fig. 10. Below the rim, the rate of work hardening of the 

deformed steels is dependent upon the a'1l0llilt of strain-induced martensi te 

produced per llili t strain; The correlation beb:een work-hardening rate 

and the rate of martensite formation is evident from the plots shown in 

Figs. 13 and 14. This behavior is consistent with the observations of 

(15) . 
Gllilter and Reed, BannerJee, et 1· (16) B 11· d . (17) 

8 , ressarle _l an HoskoWl tz) 

. (22) 
and Clna, among others. 

I 

1 

, ! 

.. ' 

. I 

~, 

! 

, I 
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Influence of Alloying; Elei::ents 

'l'he alloy content of'the steels studied to date is such that the 

amount of carbon that -can be retained in solid solution is severely re-

stricted. As previously discussed) the eutectoid carbon content for 

these steels is approximately 0.15%. As is well knoT,m, strong carbide 
I 

formers such as molybdcnuIu, vanadiura, titanium, andniobiu.'ll severely 

d - th bIb '1' t· - t 't: t· -I (23) Z· 1 t 1 ( 6) epress eca:t on so u l l Y In aus C1H lC see s. - aCE~ay ea. 

assumed in an earlier investigation that a fairly large arrrount of a strong 

carbide former such as molybdenum was necessar;-( for optimlL"Tl properties. 

In a recent investigation, Fahr (24) he_s sho\-m that this is not necessary. 

He has obtained results ..... -hich indicated that TRIP steels free of strong 

carbide-forming elements can be made 'With exc21lent combinations of 

strength and elongation. For ex~?le, the yield strength a~d elongation 

of a fully austenitic TRIP steel, (noninal COr."_fosition 9 Cr, 8 Ni, 2 r·in, 

0.42 C), deforned 80% at 250°C, were 2h8,000 psi and 34% respectively. 

This result suggests that TRIP steels of higher carbon content can be 

made with an accompanying improvcr;-..cnt over the properties obtained to 

date. 
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iJ.'he uniaxial tensile properti es of a series of 'TRIP steels of 

varying carbon content and processing histcries have been determined over 

a wide range of test tenperatures. 'l'he results can be sUE'.marized as 

follmrs~ 

'l'he yield strengths at roor.! temperature "ere independent of 
. . . 

deformation ter;].pe~ature from 250°' to 550°C for the steels of interr,ediate 

carbon' content (0. O'r and 0.16%). Hmrever) the yield strength of the 

lo\-lest carbon steel (0.05%) .noeS 10'.'[ and that of the highest carbon steel 

(0.20%) was h{gfl for the Im·rest defon::ation ternperature (250°C). Possible 

reasons for this behavior were advanced, viz. deco~position of the austenite 

during' processing for the Im.r ce.rbon steel and pred:;.i tation hardening 

coupled with '.{ork ~ardening for the high carbon steel. 

'The ultimate tensile strengtrs and the elongation; at roo:! te;:-,peratu!"::: 

were relatively insensitive to the deformation temperature for all the 

steels of the series. 

For all· steels of the ser"ies, regardless of defor;;-,ation tenperature, 

the yield strength exhibited a minimu.r:l at a test temperature of about 

-50°C and a maxim.l:cn at a test temperature of about 100°C . The miniEla and 

maxima were most pronounced for steels deformed at 250°C. 

'The ultimate tensile strengths of all. four steels in both the solution 

quenched and deformed conditions also ex.,.'-1ibited a strong dependence on 

. test temperature. 

'The rate of work hardenin;s and the elongation ... -ereinfluenced by the 

strain induced tr2.J1.2for';~2.tioI\ especi.ally in the defort".ed steels. Above 



.' 
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the MD temperature, both the rates of work hardening and the elont;ations 

of the deformed steels were Imr. 

Well below the HD temperature, the rates of work hardening and the 

elongations of the deformed steels "erc high, reflecting the_presence of 

strain-induced martens i te. The rate of production of strain-induced 

martensite per unit strain paralleled that of the'rate of strain hardening 

in that both increased with decreasing temperature. At any ter:tperature 

below ~ the amount of martensite produced per unit strain vas greatest 

for the lowest carbon (the least stable) steeL 

Acknowledgements: This. work was performed under the auspices of the 

United states Atomic Energy COIllJnission. 
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'l'ABLE II 

Properties of Steels as Solution Q.uenchecl* 

;::-;::;:::---'--_..::=..-::===:-;:::::.::= •.. - .. ~~~~---":"c"--' _ ............ -..... ".... 
-

-MaE::oetic 

Test Carbon Blorl':;;<l.-
Y.S. ** '1'.8. Response*+:** 

'l'emp. Content tion~:in: ---r-----'--

(1000 psi) (1000 . psi) Before After 

°c % % 
Test Test 

-196 0.05 64 289 23 H H 
... 

0.07 48 309. 20 M' 1-1 

0.16 78 21,8 21, A M 

0.20 87 257 24 A !'iI 

-78 0.05 52 195 30 M' M 
-

O.OT 39 213 26 A M 

0.16 61 213 44 A H 

0.20 68 222 48 A H 

22 0.05 42 Iho 38 W ~1 

0.07 37 158 30 A r.1 

0.16 50 141 64 A M 

0.20 48 133 59 A l~ 

.. 

100 0.05 32 83 49 lot I l-f 
'~ : 

0.07 28 79 40 A 1-1 

0.16 35 90 66 A M' 

0.20 37 94 62 A ~f ' 

200 0.05 25 74 40 M' HI 

0.07 22 70 41~ A A 
--- (--------_ .. _------- ----- --
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TABLE IIcont. 

'. .=-----.-=-. - . 
f.1;agnetic 

'I'est Carbon Elonga-

Y.S. * .... T.S. 
Response**** 

Temp. Content ' tion**;'; 

(1000 psi) (1000 psi) 
Before After 

°c % % 
'rest Test 

200 0.16 28 78 46 A A 

0.20 28 80 ~3 A A 

* Austenitized at 11000C for one qour, water quenched. 

** The 0.1% offset m.ethod used for determinirg the yield strength except 

for the 0.05 and 0.07 percent carbon steels tested at -196°c. 

*** 

**** 

1" gauge length, thickness 0.050", -..-idth 0.125". 

M :::·Im.gnetic, f.1' :: Weakly m.agnetic, A:: non-::lagnetic or slightly 

magnetic. 
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TABLE III 

Properties of Steels After 80% Deformation at 250 o C* 

~.----.. _---:--_. -------.--------::-,==:=:::.:-=:.=,--;=.============::::J 

Test ,Carbon Elonge..-
Hagnetic l 

.. I 

'I'emp. Content 
Y.S.** T.S. 

- Jt. X. " Jl. Response .... " .. 

°c % (10 (1000 psi) 00 psi) % 
Before After 

Test Test 
-- --

\ 

-196 0.05 194 315 22 r.J:' H 

0.07 186 322 18 H' ~1 

0:16 191 330 18 A H 

0.20 209 3l~6 19 A H 

- 78 0.05 136 235 16 H' H 

0.07 142 251 19 H' H 
-

0.16 163 261 20 1 A H 

0.20 170 267 21 A !o1 

22 0.05 131 192 17 W H 

0.07 148 206 19 M' ~r 

0.16 161 214 22 A H 

0.20 191 227 26 A M 

100 ' 0.05 168 170 23 H' H 

0.07 193 193 23 HI t-1 

0.16 190 190 23 A H 

0.20 209 209 17 A H . 
200 0.05 162 174 4 ~! I M' 

0.0'( 162 175 5 I/r I t-I I 
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.TABLE III cont. 

-- --_.- _ .... r=:--.--==--=::::..::::::=.--:;'"""~.:;;,..~ .. =:~,::..~.,-;;.r.;:1':s::=..;.~.: :::-;~::::':-=-~'~~~.-.:' F-·.......,....=--:-:---':~~--·==:.:.=-;:1I.===..=:..= 

~est Carbon Elollca-
Nagnetic 

-
X.S. ** 'I'. S. 

Temp. Content tion**'* 
Response*~:** 

.' °c % I' 
(1000 psi) (1000 psi) 

Before After % 
'I'est Test 

r----.-

200 0.16 169 179 5 A A 

(cont .) 0.20 174 186 4 A A 

* Austeni tized at 11000C for one hour and water quenched prior to 

deforming at 250°C. 

** 'l'he 0.1% offset method used for deter:ninine; the yield strength for. 

the four test~ at 200°C. 

*** 1" gauge length, thickne5s 0.050°, width 0.125". 

**** H = magnetic, M' = wea...1dy magnetic A = non-:!l?gnetic or slightly 

inagnetic. 



------
Test 

Temp. 

°c 

-196 

- 78 

22 

100 

200 

\ 
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T./l..RLF. IV 

Properties of Steel~ Aner 80% Defor"lation at 350°C" 

-- ---- ,---::-"::::'-:-- - -.-

Ca.rbon 
. Elonga- Haenetic 

-
y.n. ¥.-

Content 
T.S. 

Responsc"H-H~-r. . 
tion*-;-:-* 

(1000 ps 
% 

(1000 psi) 
~. 

% Before Arter 

Test Test 

0.05 1'(7 32'( 20 N H 

0.07 174 3~4 22 H' 11 
l 

0.16 179 3118 19 A l·r 

0.20 189 328 14 A H 
I 

0.05 125 219 17 !vi t.I 
-

-o .O'r 139 2!~1 18 l.r I ~I 

0.16 147 250 20 A H 

0.20 145 259 15 A l,1 

0.05 128 177 18 M' .H 
~ 

0.07 144 205 20 A M 

0.16 149 213 19 A M 

0.20 156 215 20 A M 

0.05 150 152 23 M' M 

0.07 167 175 35 A M 

0.16 174 179 34 A M 

0.20 182 190 29 A . M 

0.05 148 158 4 H' H' 

0.07 157 166 5 A A 

-- --- -----

I 

.. 

i 
.. 1 

i 
\ 

I 
I 

.1 
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.'J1ABLE IV cont. 

-- .. 

,'" 
Hagnctic 

Test Carbon Elone;a- -
Y.S. ** Temp. Content 

T.S. 
Response*~:-+:-* 

tion*** 
~ 

CC % 1(1000 psi) 000 psi) 
Before After 

% (1 

Test 'l'est 
--- ----------- -.------1-------- r-

200 0.16 168 115 5 A A 

(cont .) 0.20 113 183 5 A A 

* Austenitized at 11000 C for one hour and vtater quenched prior to 

** The 0.1% offset method used for deternining:the yield strength for 

the four te~ts at 200°C. 

*** I" gauge length, thickness 0.050", width 0~l25". 

iE::f* M == magnetic, H' == wea,~ley magnetic, A == non-nagnetic or slightly 

magnetic. 

- II 
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'l'ABLE V 

Properties of Alloys After 80% DefoITIation at 450o C* 

Test Carbon 

'Temp. Content 
Y.S.** 'll. Sit 

% (1000 psi) (1000 psi) 

. -196 0.05 18r

( 235 

O.OT 169 322 

0.16 1'(4 3t~8 

0.20 188 361 

., 78 0.05 155 215 

0.07 1!f2 236 

0.16 142 248 

0.20 146 254 

22 0.05 I 153 185 

0.07 150 199 

0.16 . 153 210 

0.20 161 218 

100 0.05 168 168 

0.07 160 163 

0.16 181 183 

0.20 In 182 

200 0.05 163 171 

0.07 155 162 
----.--- -.------. 

t ion ~: .. r. 'r:' 

% 

12 

23 

25 

1'( 

20 

21 

19 

23 

22 

24 

23 

5 

28 

28 

36 

3 

4 

-----l ---_. ----
Hagnctic 

Res-ponse~:'¥:*~:' 

-~--

Before After 

Test Test 

H M 

lvI' H 

A N 

.. 

A lvl 

M l<1 

A H 

A t·l 

A tv! 

N M 
, 

A l>1 

A g 

A t-l 
; 

M l<r 

A lvl 

A N 
-

A M . 
H H 

A A 

... 

; 

- I 

., 

Ii· 
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T.ABLE V cant. 

- - --

Test Carbon 
r.lagnet 

Elonga--. .- ic 

Temp. Content 
S. ** '1' ,S • Response 

tion**'~ 

Y. 

~ 

°c % 
I 

O,psi) (1000 psi) Before 
% 

After (100 

Test 'I'est 
----- -------- _.- ---_._---- ----.. ---- ._--

200 0.16 1 62 169 3 A A 

(cant.) 0.20 ] -63 171 5 A A 

* Austenitized at ll000C for one hour and water quenched prior to 

*7~ The 0 .. 1% offset E.ethod used for detel'mil".il".g the yield strength for 

the four tests at 200°C. 

*** 1" gaugf~ length, thickness 0.050", width 0.125". 

H'*,fN :: magnctic; M' = wCE:klymagnetic, A = ncn-Dagrletic or slightly 

.... magnc"l.c. 

\ 

,-;,. 

"1 
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TABLE VI 

Properties of Allo;{s Alloys After 8o;~ D'C;fo~:;:lation at 550o C* 
;:= .-

}1agnctic 
Test Carbon 

I]\::mp. Content 
Y.S.** T.S. 

Elonga- -
Response;':·7-:7-:·,:· 

tion*~H':· 

°c % (1000. psi) (1000 .psi) Before After 

% 
'l'est Test 

-196 0.05 170 226 '15 M H I 

0.0'( 176 2'(9 15 t<1 ' H 

0.16 175 331 22 A M 
.. 

0.20 182 259 13 A H 

- 78 0.05 149 225 
I 

16 N M 
-

0.01 131 238 18 A !<f 

0.16 140 253 20 A H 

0.20 144 251 20 A M 

22 0.05 145 191 19 M H 

0.01 136 201 20 A M 

0.16 146 216 1'9 A M 

0.20 163 225 23 A M: 

100 0.05 151 15~( 11 H M 

0.01 151 114 21 A H 

0.16 151 176 35 A M 

0.20 118 189 30 A M . 

?oo 0.05 131 1111 3 r,r M 

o .O~( 130 1118 6 A A 

'--- -
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TABLE VI cont. 

~~~::::=r-~.-;;,:.,...;:;;=::r=== __ -==--=-.:=--=-~....:._ r:-c:::"<"". - --_. . .. - .- .--- .. ~-=-~~==,...~~=-.---

Magnetic 
Test Carbon Elqnga-

Y,S, ** T.S~ ResJ?onse**H' 
Temp. Content tion~'*':" --:.---

.. (1000 psi) (1000 psi) Before After 
't % % 

Test 'l'est 
~ 

f-. -

I 

200 0.16 146 157 4 A A 

(cont .) 0.20 147 163 4 A A 

* Austenitized at 11000 C for one hour and water quenched prior to 

deforming at 550°C. 

** The 0.1% offset oethod used for determining the yield strength for. 

the four tests at 200°C. 

*** 1" gauge length, th.ickness 0.050", width 0.125". 

**** M = magnetic, H' :.. weakly nat;netic, A = non-oagnetic or slightly 

magnetic. 
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. FIGURE CAPTIOj~S 

F~g. 1 The microstructures of steels A &'1d B sho,·ring the presence of 

(a)- (b) martensite. Both were solution annealed and quencl~ed to room 

temperature: (a) steel A, (b) steel B. Hagnification 900X. 

Fig. 2 'l'rue-strEiss true-strain curves for steel A (deformed 80% at 250°C) 

tested at several temperatures. 

Fig. 3 True-stress true-strain curves for steel D (deformed 801; at 250°C) 

tested at several tec,lperatures. 

Fig. 4 'I'lle room temperature yield strengths of steels A, B, C, and D, 

for several deformation temperatures. 

Fig. 5 Room temperature elongations of steels A, B, C, and D, for' 

-
several deformation temperatures. 

Fig. 6 The microstructure of steel A as defoIT!ed 80% at 250°C. Dark 

streaks are regions containing teT:l,?ered r:lartensi te. Magni fication 

900X. 

Fig. 7 The microstructure of steel D as solution annealed and quenched 

to room temperature. ~Iagnification 900;(. 

Fig. B 'I'lle microstructure of steel D as deformed 80% at 250°C. 

Magnification 900X. 

Fig. 9 The yield strengths of both defoYULed and solution-quenched steels· 
... 

at several test temperatures. 

Fig. 10 Elongations of both defo:rliled &'1d solution-quenched steels at 

se/eral test tempe~ature3. 

Fig. 11 'l'he ultimate tensile strengths of the solution-quenched steels 

at several test te~peratures. 
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FIGUPJ-~ CAP'l'IONS cont. 

Fig. 12 The ultimate tensile strengths of the deformed steels at 

several test temperE~tures. 

Fig. 13 The rates of work hardening of solution-quenched and of deformed 

A (0.05C) and D (0.07C) steels at several test temperatures. 

Fig. 14 The rate of martensite production per unit strain for steel D 

in the defonrced condition. (80% at 250°C . ) 

.... : 

. J: w, 
.. f,' 
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XBB 697-4647 

Fig. l(a) 
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XBB 697-4646 

Fig. l(b ) 
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100 
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Fig . 2 XBL 689 - 5874 
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Fig . 3 XI3L 689 -5 871 
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Fig . L, 
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XBB 695 - 3022 

Fig . 6 
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XBB 695-3025 

Fig. 7 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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